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North SM Blvd lanes & channelized intersections 

On the October 3rd TPC agenda is item 6(a): staff status report on NSMB 
bicycle lanes and channelized islands (attachment 1). It is a reprise from last 
month’s agenda item (see attachment 2). Here I provide additional detail should 
the commission choose to return to the discussion. My key concerns: 

1) The westbound bicycle lane past Wilshire diverts riders to a curb lane by 
the Waldorf which takes lane users across the slip turn at the 
channelized island; 

2) The bicycle lane positioning puts lane users in conflict with buses, trucks 
and shared-ride vehicles that frequently block the way; and, 

3) The channelized island slip turn does not alert drivers turning from 
Wilshire to the presence of the bicycle lane or that users may cross their 
vehicle’s path. 

These safety concerns were raised prior to the September 12th meeting but the 
staff status report -- and Aaron’s presentation to the commission – simply 
reduced those issues to a matter of “people parking in the bike lane.” 
Without any diagram or illustration those safety concerns are difficult to 
visualize. The commission’s discussion then wrapped-up in just a few minutes 
with only a promise of new parking restriction signage. In my view that is not 
acceptable.  
Respectfully, the issue here is not parking signs or parking enforcement but 
safety. Aaron never did use the term ‘safety’ when presenting the agenda item. 
I wish he had. Our transportation officials should be thinking about safety 
foremost when engineering our streets and intersections.  
Isn’t that the point of complete streets? Smart Growth America describes 
complete streets in a nutshell: 

By adopting a Complete Streets policy, communities direct their 
transportation planners and engineers to routinely design and operate 
the entire right of way to enable safe access for all users, regardless of 
age, ability, or mode of transportation.1 

We need our streets to provide an extra margin for error in case the occasional 
road user exercises less-than-ideal judgment. However we are not getting that 
from our transportation staff today. 

Problem #1: The Slip Turn 
Here is one issue that can’t be reduced to parking and enforcement: the safety 
issues presented by the channelized island at Wilshire. See the scene from the 
road user’s perspective as a driver approaching it from Wilshire. 
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Figure 1: Driver’s POV: channelized island and right turn 

 
Note that no bicycle lane marking or even a sign alerts the driver entering the 
turn that he is about to cross a bicycle lane. The lane is marked in dashed-
green through the intersection (out of view at left) and that green marking 
continues where the lane hugs the curb (out of view on the right). But where is 
the bicycle lane marking at the mouth of the turn channel? The driver need not 
even slow down to complete the turn given the design of the turn channel.  
An additional problem: when Santa Monica is congested and the driver pauses 
for an opening, he may well clear the crosswalk but position his vehicle in the 
bicycle lane. But he wouldn’t know it because the lane is not marked. Here is 
the reverse angle view with the bicycle lane user’s path illustrated in light green. 

Figure 2: Reverse angle view of the unmarked lane at the channelized island 
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This reverse angle makes clear that the alignment of the bicycle lane brings 
lane users closer to mouth of the turn. But that’s not the only problem with this 
channelized island. Except for the continental crosswalk there is nothing about 
this infrastructure that would encourage safer motoring. Let’s start with the 
posted sign. 

Figure 3: Channelized island image from the October 3rd staff status report 

 
I highlight the sign because this R1-5 is one of the sign options recommended 
by Caltrans when a road user must yield to a pedestrian in a marked crosswalk 
at a turn that is not stop-controlled. (In other words a ‘slip turn.’) But this 
particular posted sign does not perform the job very well for two reasons: sign 
design and sign placement. 
The design of the posted sign as illustrated in the staff report made me do a 
double-take: I simply couldn’t make sense of it. So I looked to the Manual of 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and the sign I found looked different. 

Figure 4: Sign R1-5 from MUTCD and the posted sign compared  
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On the posted sign the elements. I had to look long and hard at it simply to 
decode it; to my eye it didn’t make sense.  
The MUTCD R1-5 pictograph (at left above) literally reads ‘yield here to 
pedestrians.’ But the posted sign resists that literal reading because the 
elements have been rearranged. Instead of intuitively ordered left-to-right like 
the MUTCD sign, our posted sign must be read clockwise to understand the 
message. No driver has the time to decode it when making the turn. The 
rearranged version of the R1-5 sign should never have been posted. 
Second, sign placement is a problem too. Consider how a driver sweeps into 
the right-hand slip turn: he is likely looking to his left for oncoming traffic. Very 
likely he simply looks through the sign – and especially a sign so comically 
small. Is that placement the most effective to convey a caution? 
Turning to the MUTCD we see that a yield sign is to be placed on the right at 
this slip turn and not on the left where it was posted. 

Figure 5: MUTCD direction on placement of the yield sign 

 
It appears that the MUTCD provides its version of the R1-5 sign (pointing to the 
left) because it is to be placed to the right of the crosswalk. The sign would 
make no sense were the elements transposed. So why were the sign elements 
transposed? And is that transposition allowed by Caltrans? I find it difficult to 
believe so because when transposed the sign no longer makes sense. 
Aaron assured this commission that the channelized island “meets traffic 
engineering standards.” But is that good enough? I’m no traffic engineer but I 
can imagine how this channelized island could be made safer for all road users.  

• Make this turn stop-controlled; 
• Narrow the turn channel as much as permissible or shape it as needed 

to discourage higher speeds;  
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• Raise the crosswalk slightly to discourage higher turn speeds; 
• Install a rumble strip before the crosswalk to alert pedestrians to an 

approaching vehicle; and/or, 
• Put the yield sign where it belongs and for good measure add another to 

Wilshire in advance of the intersection. 
Complete streets is all about recognizing that road users make mistakes and 
our streets and intersections should be designed to provide a margin for error. 
However this channelized island takes the opposite approach: it introduces 
avoidable hazards that only reduce the available margin for user error.  
Imagine how the potential for road user conflicts will increase if/when Merv 
Griffin Way is closed to through traffic for the coming mega-project. The load on 
the slip turn will dramatically increase to put non-motor travelers in harm’s way. 

Problem #2: The Bicycle Lane 
For bicycle lane users the greatest hazard is navigating around the channelized 
island unnecessarily close to the mouth of the turn channel (as shown in figure 
2). But that is not the only problem. The bicycle lane as aligned today diverts 
lane users through the bus stop and across two hotel driveways -- only to then 
redirect users back into alignment with the travel lanes near the Hilton. 

Figure 6: Bicycle lane user path around island toward the curb 
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An alternative alignment is best shown in a diagram. Unfortunately the staff 
status report in September failed to provide one. Nor does the October staff 
report. Here I have adapted the engineering drawings to show the current 
alignment (top) and an alternative alignment (bottom) which has the lane 
continue in a straight and predictable path. 

Figure 7: Existing and preferred alignments compared 

 
(These diagrams are not to scale and depict varying lengths of boulevard segment. For a larger 
image visit: https://betterbike.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/figure-5.jpg ) 

The top diagram illustrates how the lane jogs over to the curb today. The 
alternate alignment at bottom shows the bicycle lane continuing with the 
vehicular lanes separated by a 3’ buffer (a Class IV protected lane). Separating 
the lane from the curb allows the curb to serve Metro and as an added benefit 
provides an approximate 8’ separation between lane and hotel driveways. 

Figure 8: Hilton driveway (left) and Waldorf driveway (far right) 
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Repositioning bicycle lane would improve on today’s less-than-optimal visibility 
of lane users to drivers existing the Waldorf driveway. It would also mitigate the 
potential danger to lane users from drivers existing the wide Hilton driveway at 
speed (which it appears designed to do).  
Most importantly a repositioned bicycle lane would allow lane users a straight 
and direct path from the Wilshire intersection into City of Los Angeles.  

Infrastructure Must Put Safety First 
Senate Bill 127 (Complete Streets) today awaits the Governor’s signature but in 
the meantime it reminds us that localities must (as the bill says) “get serious 
about improving the safety of the roadways.” Beverly Hills can honor the spirit of 
SB 127 by making this western segment of Santa Monica Boulevard even more 
complete. I suggest the city embrace any or all of these measures: 

1. Mark the bicycle lane between the Wilshire intersection and the 
continuation of the westbound alignment and specifically at the slip turn; 

2. Improve signage near the channelized island to at least alert road users 
to the presence of users in the bicycle lane; and of course, 

3. Reposition the bicycle lane so it runs adjacent to motor traffic and protect 
it with a buffer and be consistent with high-visibility markings throughout.  

I’ll say it a second time: I’m no traffic engineer. But I can do basic math, and 
from the engineering drawings I see a curb-to-centerline width of about 37 feet. 
That’s enough to accommodate two travel lanes plus a curb parking lane and a 
buffered bicycle lane too. 

Figure 9: Example profile of westbound Santa Monica Boulevard 

10’ 11’ 3’ 5’ 8’ 

travel lane #1 travel lane #2 buffer class II lane curb parking 

 
Commissioners, I hope you may take this opportunity to enjoy a fuller 
discussion about the appropriate infrastructure improvements for this segment 
of Santa Monica Boulevard. Many of us are rightly proud of the Class II Santa 
Monica bicycle lanes that we have. However we did get this westbound 
segment wrong. I did try to sound the alarm to staff in July 2018 before the 
westbound lane was striped that August. But to no avail. Then again I’m no 
traffic engineer; I’m just an everyday road user. 
                                            
1 https://smartgrowthamerica.org/program/national-complete-streets-
coalition/publications/what-are-complete-streets/ 
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October 3, 2019 

TO: Traffic and Parking Commission  

FROM: Transportation Staff  

SUBJECT: Staff Status Report 

ATTACHMENTS: A. Channelized Island Locations 

 

The purpose of this report is to provide the Traffic and Parking Commission (TPC) with updates 
on pending items; therefore, the Commission cannot make formal recommendations on these 
items.  
 
a.   North Santa Monica Boulevard Bicycle Lanes and Channelized Intersections 

Below is the staff status update on a Commissioner inquiry into two items from the September 
12, 2019 TPC meeting: 

NSMB Bicycle Lanes 
 
Staff submitted a work order to Public Works to change out the “No Stopping Any Time” signs to 
“Tow-A-Way/ No Stopping Any Time” and install an additional sign between the first two streetlight 
poles closest to the Waldorf Astoria driveway, to further deter vehicle parking.  The work is 
scheduled to be completed by October 31, 2019.    
 
Staff is working with Public Works to identify possible enhancements to the westbound Class 2 
bicycle lane configuration.  
 
Channelized Islands 

Staff reviewed seven channelized islands at seven intersections (Attachment A):  

1. North Santa Monica Boulevard and Wilshire Boulevard;  
2. South Santa Monica Boulevard and Wilshire Boulevard; 
3. Wilshire Boulevard at Brighton Way and Roxbury Drive; 
4. Beverly Boulevard at Civic Center Drive; 
5. North Santa Monica Boulevard at Beverly Boulevard;  
6. Olympic Boulevard at South Beverly Drive ; and 
7. Rexford Drive and Clifton Way. 

 
Channelized islands provide an area for the traffic pole(s), signage, and/or to shorten the length 
of the pedestrian crossing.  These channelized islands have been in place for many years and 
staff do not forecast additional installations at this time.  Staff reviewed all seven locations, and 
all locations meets traffic engineering standards.  To provide enhancements, Staff will update 
signage at four locations (1, 2, 4, 5 and 6, as described above). These changes will be 
implemented over the next two months. 
 
b. City Council Liaison Meeting Recap 
 
On September 19, 2019, the City Council/TPC Liaison Committee agreed that the TPC will review 
the request to convert Dayton Way between Canon and Crescent Drives to two-way traffic. 
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Channelized Island Locations 

Location 1: Eastbound Wilshire Blvd. to North Santa Monica Blvd.

PROPOSED: Replace the existing  R1-5 sign on the island with a 30” X 30” R10-15 sign.  

R10-15



Channelized Island Locations 

Location 2: Eastbound Wilshire Blvd. to South Santa Monica Blvd.

PROPOSED:  Install a 30” X 30” R10-15 sign below the speed limit sign.

R10-15



Channelized Island Locations 

Location 3: Wilshire Blvd./Brighton Way to Roxbury Dr. 

NO PROPOSED CHANGES



Channelized Island Locations 

Location 4: Eastbound Beverly Blvd. to Civic Center Dr. 

PROPOSED:  Install a 30” X 30” R10-15 sign on the signal pole below the signal head.  

Civic Center



Channelized Island Locations 

Location 5: Westbound Beverly Blvd. to N. Santa Monica Blvd. 

PROPOSED:  Install a 30” X 30” ‘turning vehicles yield to peds’ (R10-15) sign on a new post west of the light pole. 

N. Santa Monica Blvd



Channelized Island Locations 

Location 6: Northbound S. Beverly Drive to eastbound Olympic Blvd.

PROPOSED: Install an additional R1-1 stop sign on the right side of the crosswalk.



Channelized Island Locations 

Location 7: Rexford Drive to Clifton Way

NO PROPOSED CHANGES
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TO: Traffic and Parking Commission  

FROM: Transportation Staff  

SUBJECT: Staff Status Report 

ATTACHMENTS: A. Diagram of North Santa Monica Boulevard 

 

The purpose of this report is to provide the Traffic and Parking Commission (TPC) with updates 
on pending items; therefore, the Commission cannot make formal recommendations on these 
items.  
 
a.   Beverly Hills Unified School District (BHUSD) School Reconfiguration Update  

Police Department (PD) and Transportation staff have conducted observations of Beverly Vista, 
Horace Mann and Hawthorne schools pick-up/drop-off activity since the start of the school year 
(August 12, 2019). Traffic and congestion remain high. 

A joint meeting with City staff (Transportation, PD, and executive management) and BHUSD was 
held on August 14, 2019 to debrief on observations and discuss potential traffic mitigation 
strategies. Observations and concerns included queuing; congested intersections; blocked 
pedestrian access; vehicles stopping on crosswalks; 3-point turns; high level of City resources 
required; and signage to address late drop off or early dismissal. Potential strategies for each 
school include: 
 

� Beverly Vista 
¾ Police Department to communicate with the BHUSD crossing guards to coordinate 

pedestrian crossings  
¾ Modify afternoon no-parking signage times from 2pm-4pm to 1pm-4pm to 

accommodate early dismissal (completed) 
¾ Replace “No Parking Anytime” signs with “No Stopping Anytime” on the 200 block 

of Rexford Drive to deter drivers from stopping or loading this area (completed) 
¾ Add delineator line markings next to Elm Drive cutout 

 
� Horace Mann 

¾ Modify morning no-parking signage times from 7am-9am to 7am-10am to 
accommodate late school drop-off (completed) 

¾ Add additional “No Parking, Passenger Loading Only” sign on westbound 
Charleville Boulevard immediately west of Arnaz Drive to clarify loading area 
(completed) 

¾ Evaluate drop-off procedures for students with disabilities 
 

� Hawthorne 
¾ Modify morning no-parking signage times from 7am-9am to 7am-10am to 

accommodate late school drop-off (completed) 
¾ Evaluate opening Elevado Avenue entrance for foot traffic only during pick-up time 

(BHUSD has decided not to pursue) 



 
Staff received additional concerns from residents on adjacent streets (200 blocks of South Maple 
and Crescent Drives) regarding congestion, blocked driveways, and vehicles parking to drop 
off/pick up students. Staff continues to observe pick-up activity at the schools, and will coordinate 
with PD and BHUSD on potential strategies to address the concerns. 
 
b.   North Santa Monica Boulevard Bicycle Lanes and Channelized Intersections 

Below is a response to a Commissioner inquiry on two items: 

NSMB Bicycle Lanes 
 
The North Santa Monica Boulevard (NSMB) bicycle lane west of Wilshire Boulevard is 
immediately adjacent to the curb, with a bus stop and “No Stopping” signs posted (Attachment 
A).   The area has a wider roadway cross-section than the rest of NSMB which allows for a striped 
buffer to separate the vehicle lanes from the bicycle lane.  As vehicles have been parking in this 
section with posted “no stopping” signs, staff has received inquiries to move the bicycle lane 
adjacent to the vehicle lane.  
 
To address parking along the bike path, staff is proceeding with changing the “No Stopping Any 
Time” signs to “Tow-A-Way/ No Stopping Any Time” and installing an additional sign between the 
first two streetlight poles closest to the Waldorf Astoria driveway to further deter vehicle parking.   
        
Channelized Islands 

The City has five channelized island locations:  

x North Santa Monica Boulevard & Wilshire Boulevard;  
x South Santa Monica Boulevard & Wilshire Boulevard; 
x Wilshire Boulevard at Brighton Way & Roxbury Drive; 
x North Santa Monica Boulevard at Beverly Drive & Palm Drive; and  
x Olympic Boulevard at Beverly Drive & Beverwil Drive.  

 
City installed channelized islands to provide an area for the traffic pole(s), signage and/or to 
shorten the length of the pedestrian crossing.  The channelized islands have been in place for 
many years and staff do not forecast additional installations at this time.  Staff reviewed all five 
locations and the existing condition meets traffic engineering standards.  Staff will enhance 
signage and striping as needed. 
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9850 Wilshire (Waldorf Astoria - N. Santa Monica side)
8.29.19

Please replace the 4 ‘no stopping any time’ light pole signs with the R26L(CA) tow-away version (12”X18”).
Also install a new post + sign midway between the two light poles just east of the driveway.

100’

50’

New post + sign

New post + sign



9850 Wilshire (N. Santa Monica side)
8.29.19

Current spacing as of 8/29/19

100’ 115’ 100’

36’ from NSAT to Metro sign100’


